Flashcards Read Me
My old hand written flash cards are getting sort of worn out. So I decided that I would put together a set
that is printable to share with you as well, if you're interested in them. This current one is of my original
favorites. I have emphasized some of my most favorites with maroon text. Others I have highlighted to
point out thoughts I like to dwell upon. Most, if not all of these, should be in mp3 format as well.
The file "Original Favorites Flash Cards Found" goes on one side of the card to tell where the text is found.
The file "Original Favorites Flash Cards Text" is to be printed out on the other side of the cards.
So when you look at the files on the computer screen before printing them out, the texts on each side are
opposite the place they are found.
As with many of the items in the briefcase, I still haven't double checked everything completely. But I think
they are at least close.
Some of the cards cram lots of text onto on card. So if you have trouble reading them, those can best be
read by zooming in while they are still in the computer. Adobe has a zoom tool that is useful for this
purpose. Reading after printing maybe harder for you.
As with the mp3s, I like to use the sandwich method of memorizing. This is done by reviewing the location
the text is found, reviewing the text, and then where it is found once again. This can help make it easier to
share these thoughts with others by being able to tell them where they can find them.
Though this one didn't make it into the Original favorites in its entirety, this one that reminds us of the
importance memorizing The Word probably should have.
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Let not mercy and truth forsake thee: bind them about thy neck; write them upon the table of thine heart:
So shalt thou find favour and good understanding in the sight of God and man. 5Trust in the LORD with
all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding. 6In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall
direct thy paths." Proverbs 3:3 - 6 (I have a little story to add about this text that I may add someday.)
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As Always.
Talk to you later,
Dave

